T he estimated prevalence of stroke in the US in 2006 was 6,400,000 cases. Although ischemic stroke is by far the more frequent presentation, 10% of all strokes are hemorrhagic in nature. 62 One of the causes of hemorrhagic stroke is the presence of vascular malformations with friable vessels that are prone to rupture due to changes in systemic blood pressure or stressors. Cerebral cavernous malformations account for 5%-15% of all vascular malformations in the CNS. 19, 31, 63, 73, 84 In this review we focus on the entity of the CCM in terms of the causal interactions of genes and proteins that lead to disease. For the reader it is important to note terminology: mouse and other animal genes are notated differently from their human counterparts. For example, CCM2 names the human gene, while Ccm2 is the Mus musculus (mouse) gene and ccm2 is the Danio rerio (zebrafish) gene. The protein is signified by CCM2.
Cavernous malformations are slow-flow anomalies characterized by densely packed vascular sinusoids embedded in a collagen matrix without intervening neural tissue. 71, 86 Cavernous malformation clusters are well defined and consist of enlarged capillary channels, lined by a thin endothelium and rare subendothelial cells, without smooth muscle and elastic tissue ( Figs. 1 and 2 ). The capillary channels of cavernous malformations may be filled with blood at various stages of thrombosis and organization, producing a mulberry-like appearance. 11 Generally, CCMs lack tight junctions between endothelial cells and astrocyte foot processes, have diminished laminin and collagen IV within their endothelial cells, and are associated with a hypertrophic surrounding basal lamina.
CCM may be relatively asymptomatic or they may be neurologically devastated. The onset of symptoms is usually abrupt, although patients may present with gradual and nonspecific symptoms. The most common presenting signs include headaches, seizures, and focal neurological deficits caused by cerebral hemorrhages. Seizures are the most common symptom in various series, representing 40%-60% of the symptoms at presentation. 20, 30, 93, 100, 110 The prevalence of CCM in the general population has been estimated to be about 0.3%-0.5%, accounting for approximately 24 million people worldwide. In the US, more than 1 million people (mostly of Hispanic origin) are known to harbor CCMs and are subject to a 1%-5% per year cumulative risk (estimated 50%-70% lifetime risk) of hemorrhage, epilepsy, and other neurological sequelae. 16, 71, 76, 84 In youth, CCM hemorrhage accounts for more than 10% of intracerebral hemorrhages. 1, 25, 74, 76 Cerebral cavernous malformations can be both sporadic and familial (further discussion to follow). 5, 11, 49, 53, 72 Approximately half of CCM cases are familial in nature and are inherited in an autosomal dominant fashion with variable penetrance. 5, 43, 83, 110 Labauge et al. 55 demonstrated that 75% of sporadic cases of CCMs are actually familial cases. Similarly, others have identified familial mutations in nearly 60% of sporadic cases with multiple lesions, further demonstrating the variable penetrance of this autosomal dominant trait. 18 Familial CCMs are characterized by the presence of multiple lesions identified on cerebral MR imaging. 83, 110 A multiplicity of lesions is characteristic in up to 84% of familial cases, 20, 37, 43, 57, 110 whereas it is reported in 10%-33% of supposed sporadic cases. 16, 83, 84 The annual symptomatic hemorrhage rate in familial cases can reach 6.4%, 110 a significantly higher rate than reported in series of sporadic cases (range 1.6%-3.1%). 51, 73, 81 Hispanic populations of Mexican descent appear to be more susceptible to dominantly inherited CCMs. 4, 43, 69, 110 Linkage mapping in family-based studies in the mid1990s aided in localizing the first gene responsible for CCMs to the long arm of chromosome 7.
54, 68 Gunel et al. 38 identified a strong founder effect when studying several unrelated Hispanic kindreds affected by familial CCM. This study and others identified identical haplotypes over a region of at least 22 cM over the short segment of chromosome 7q. 29, 46 A large study assessing French families also revealed linkage to the CCM1 locus, but without a founder effect. 56 Although the CCM1 locus initially explained the cause of CCMs in certain cohorts, it became apparent that these malformations were genetically heterogeneous and caused by mutations at other loci. The identification of 2 additional loci on 7p and 3q partially reconciled clinical findings in other patient populations. 13 To date, 3 distinct loci have been mapped in different families, and 3 CCM genes, namely CCM1/KRIT1, CCM2/MGC4607, and CCM3/PDCD10, have been identified. Germline mutations in these 3 genes have been shown to lead to the development of CCM. Although the precise functions of these genes are still not fully understood, they seem to orchestrate angiogenesis throughout embryonic development 12, 39, 57, 106 and vascular pruning in the postnatal stages of development.
The 3 identified loci account for 70%-80% of all cases of familial CCMs. 18, 23, 26 Multilocus linkage analysis showed that CCM1 accounts for nearly 40% of inherited cases, CCM2 for 20%, and CCM3 for 40%. 3, 8, 13, 17 However, genetic screening data have revealed a higher frequency of CCM2 mutations; a lower frequency of mutations in CCM3 has also been reported as well, suggesting the existence of additional genes involved in the pathogenesis of CCM. 18, 59, 60 Clinical penetrance has been shown to vary according to the involved locus, with an estimated 100% penetrance in CCM2 families and 63% penetrance in CCM3 members. 13 Clinical penetrance in CCM1 families varies between 60% and 88%. 15 Generally, kindreds affected with CCM1 mutations exhibit little clinical variance, 64 but this is not the rule.
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The products of CCM genes, CCM1/Krit1, CCM2/ malcavernin, and CCM3/PDCD10, have been shown to be specifically expressed in the endothelium, neurons, and astrocytes and their foot processes. 91, 96 Negative immunostaining of defective CCM proteins suggests that the endothelial cells are the cell of origin for causing CCM.
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Identification of a Genetic Locus Responsible for CCM Formation: CCM1
In 1982, an initial attempt at linkage mapping of the CCM genes by using 12 biochemical and serological markers in 36 Hispanic individuals was unsuccessful. 21 In 1994, Kurth et al. 54 mapped a gene for CCM to the q11-q12 region of chromosome 7 by using linkage analysis and short tandem repeat polymorphism analysis in a large Hispanic family. Broad shared haplotypes among affected individuals in this group allowed for further restriction of the gene to an interval of approximately 33 cM on the map from D7S502 to D7S479. Concurrently, Marchuk et al. 68 identified linkage between CCM and genetic markers on the proximal long arm of chromosome 7 in studying a Hispanic and an Italian-American family. They identified a locus between D7S502 and D7S515, with an interval of 41 cM as harboring the gene of interest. This interval was further refined to 15 cM by Gil-Nagel et al. 29 who bracketed the interval of interest between D7S660 and D7S558 while studying a large 4-generation non-Hispanic family harboring the familial form of the disease. Performing multipoint linkage analysis, Günel et al. 37 found an lod score of 6.88 for linkage of CCM and locus D7S699 at a recombination fraction of 0. Moreover, their data placed the CCM gene in a 7-cM region within an interval centromeric to D7S802 and telomeric to ELN (elastin) in 7q11.2-q21.
Further refinement of the techniques for the largescale study of DNA allowed the region likely to contain the CCM1 gene to be reduced to a 4-cM segment of the human 7q21-q22. It was later shown that D7S2410 and D7S689 bounded the CCM1 critical region. 34, 35, 46 Using a YAC-based sequence-tagged site content mapping strategy, all markers within the refined chromosomal segment were located on a single YAC contig estimated to be 2 Mb in size.
The CCM1 gene was finally identified with a positional cloning strategy based on genomic sequencing of the involved candidate interval within the human chromosome, using then-new microsatellite markers to provide fine haplotype analysis of families linked to the CCM1 locus. 88 A detailed physical map of chromosome 7 was crucial to identify the disease gene, KRIT1 or CCM1. 7 Aligning the genomic DNA sequence with the KRIT1 cDNA sequence again revealed its organization in 12 exons distributed over approximately 37.7 kb of DNA. Fluorescent in situ hybridization allowed KRIT1 cDNA to be mapped to 7q21-q22. 92 Interestingly, the 7q21-q22 locus is often deleted or amplified in various malignant tumors. 48, 75 In 1999, identification of the CCM1 gene was confirmed in French families with hereditary CCM. 57 Using a published YAC contig and genomic sequence information on chromosome 7, 7 BAC and PAC contigs spanning the CCM1 interval were constructed. Twenty families with a high probability of linkage to CCM1 were assessed for high-resolution mapping of this locus, with polymorphic markers identified in BAC/PAC sequences. Using this technique, investigators were successful in reducing the previously determined interval from MS2456 and D7S689 because of a recombination event observed in an affected individual. In addition, they mapped 574 expressed sequence tags, clustering them in 53 potential transcriptional units comprising 6 characterized human genes, including CCM1. They also showed the 12 exons aligning the KRIT1 cDNA sequence to the BAC HSAC000120 sequence. 92 Later, it was demonstrated that the gene has 20 exons, the first 3 of which are noncoding sequences. 8, 22, 87, 113 CCM1 encodes Krit1, a 736-amino acid microtubuleassociated protein containing 4 ankyrin domains, a Cterminal FERM domain (that is, band 4.1, ezrin, radixin, moesin), and multiple N-terminal NPXY (Asn-Pro-XTyr) motifs. 2, 39, 87, 114 Seven different germline mutations within CCM1 have been identified, consisting of 2 single base transversions and 1 transition leading to nonsense (stop) codons, 2 single base transitions (splice site mutations), and 2 single base deletions leading to frameshift mutations and premature termination; all of these changes are lossof-function mutations. Laberge-le Couteulx et al. 57 also searched for mutations in CCM1 in persons belonging to the aforementioned French families by using singlestrand conformation polymorphism analysis, direct genomic DNA sequencing, and screening of CCM1 cDNA for deletions. Accordingly, they found point mutations leading to premature stop codons and deletions resulting in frameshift and premature chain termination. All of these lesions resulted in loss of function via an early termination codon, generation of unstable mRNA, or truncated Krit1 proteins completely or partially devoid of the putative Rap1A-interacting region. Screening several unrelated families from different countries, Davenport et al. 15 reported 10 new mutations related to CCM1, all of them leading to the loss of Krit1 protein function. Interestingly, a de novo germline mutation was reported in a patient harboring 2 CCMs, corresponding to a deletion of 2 base pairs in exon 6. 65 Uncovering the total genomic structure of CCM1 allowed for mapping of mutations to the critical domains in the protein product. Mutational analysis revealed that 75% of mutations in 52 probands linked to CCM1 occurred in the C-terminus of the gene, mainly within exons 13, 15, and 17. 8 Nonsense or frameshift mutations leading to a premature stop codon are responsible for 96.2% of all mutations, with the other 2 cases causing small in-frame deletion in the C-terminus. Other studies 99 have revealed that point mutations result in the production of truncated proteins without biological function. Finally, the introduction of MLPA screening refined the identification of large deletions and duplications that might not be seen by the direct sequencing of genomic DNA. 26, 89 Thus, large deletions spanning the entire coding sequence of the CCM1 gene and producing loss of function have been reported in German families following MLPA. 26 Concurrently, Liquori and colleagues 59,61 also identified large deletions using MLPA in American and Italian CCM families that tested negative for mutations in CCM1, CCM2, and CCM3; only 5% of such deletions in the American cohort occurred within CCM1, whereas 50% of them in the Italian cohort were found within the CCM1. A rare multiexon duplication from exon 7 to 17 was identified in a Swiss patient. 23 The elevated number of loss-of-function mutations leading to an mRNA decay of the mutated allele may imply that CCM1 acts as a tumor suppressor where somatic mutations resulting in a loss of the balancing wild-type allele predispose to the loss of growth control and tumor formation. 15, 57, 88 For this reason and because of the dissimilarity between the characteristic multiplicity of lesions in the inherited form and the presence of a solitary lesion in a majority of sporadic cases, a 2-hit mechanism similar to the Knudson model for tumor suppressor gene (Fig. 3) has been proposed to explain CCM. 47, 50, 77 Indeed, further studies have revealed biallelic mutations in CCM1 in the same cells, characterized by a germline transition within exon 14 and a somatic 34-nucleotide deletion within exon 15, truncating Krit1. 27 The consistent finding of the complete and specific absence of CCM proteins, within cavernous malformation endothelial cells in patients carrying germline mutations, supports the 2-hit model. 77 
Identification of Two New Loci: CCM2 and CCM3
The assessment of some non-Hispanic families harboring familial CCM without evidence of involvement of CCM1 pointed to the possibility of the involvement of other loci. 13, 17 Therefore, a genome-wide linkage search across all 22 autosomes was undertaken in 7 non-Hispanic families, which did not reveal linkage to CCM1. 13 After genotyping 312 loci, CCM inheritance in that group could not be linked to a single locus. When 3 large kindreds were evaluated separately, evidence began to emerge for linkage to a segment on 7p in 1 family and to a small interval on 3q in 2 others. Being aware of the 3 genetic intervals involved with CCM, a multipoint analysis of linkage was performed in 17 more kindreds, which provided an interesting distribution, with 40% of families being linked to 7q, 20% to 7p, and 40% to 3q (maximum multilocus lod score of 14.11). Such robust evidence denoted locus heterogeneity for CCM. The use of a 4-locus model initially failed to produce evidence of a fourth locus. 13 The CCM2 Gene
The CCM2 gene has been mapped to 7p15-p13, spanning a region of 11 cM defined by markers D7S2846 and D7S1818. 13 From 55 known or putative genes then identified within this region, Liquori et al. 58 selected 8 that were probably involved in the genesis of CCM (CAMK2B, CDC10, CDC2L5, HIP-55, MGC4607, MYLC2A, RALA, and STK17A). Among them, MGC4607 contains a PTB domain and was predicted to interact with Krit1.
In 2004, Denier et al. 17 confirmed the identification of CCM2 or MGC4607, a gene containing 10 coding exons on 7p13. First, these authors reduced the previously reported CCM2 interval from 22 to 7.5 cM via genetic linkage analysis by using 32 microsatellite markers on families not linked to both CCM1 and CCM3. 13 They identified 2 large deletions involving at least exon 1 as well as 8 different point mutations, all resulting in loss of function. 17 More recently, the use of MLPA allowed a significant increment in the identification of large dele- tions within CCM2; 59, 61 combining these data with previous DNA sequencing results produced a mutation rate of approximately 40%, indicating that the prevalence of CCM2 is much higher than the value provided by a previous large multilocus linkage study. 13 Therefore, large mutations within CCM2 may represent a major mechanism in the pathogenesis of CCM. Identification of a deletion specifically encompassing exons 2 to 10, primarily found in American families, was not reproduced in French, German, and Swiss series, pointing to a founder effect. 3, 17, 23, 26, 57 Altogether, the mutations encountered so far invariably lead to loss of function.
The CCM2 protein, or malcavernin, is required for normal cytoskeletal structure, cell-cell interactions, and lumen formation in endothelial cells. The 444-amino acid product of CCM2, containing a PTB domain, is a scaffold protein in a signaling cascade that controls the activation of p38 MAPK (by binding to MAPK kinase 3). 58, 98, 111, 112 It also interacts with Krit1, actin, and Rac1, a small GTPase involved in signal transduction pathways that controls proliferation, adhesion, actin cytoskeleton reorganization, and migration of cells.
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The CCM3 Gene Genetic analysis of patients with familial CCM helped map a third autosomal dominant locus. The third CCM locus, CCM3, is located on 3q25.2-27. This locus was identified within a 22-cM interval flanked by D3S1763 and D3S1262. 13 In 2005, Bergametti et al. 3 screened 20 unrelated families harboring the familial form of CCM but lacking mutations within the CCM1 and CCM2 loci. A high-density microsatellite genotyping of that interval allowed searching for putative null alleles, as identified in CCM2. 17 Once they found a de novo deletion in an interval bracketed by markers D3S3668 and D3S1614 and overlapping D3S1763, the authors could outline the interval containing the candidate gene within a 970-kb region, now bracketed by D3S1763 and D3S1614. Of 5 genes already mapped to this interval (FLJ33620, GOLPH4, LOC389174, PDCD10, and SERPINI1), the programmed cell death 10 gene, PDCD10, appeared as a likely candidate because of its putative role in apoptosis. 3 The PDCD10 gene was initially identified in relation to its upregulation in the TF-1 premyeloid cell line granulocyte during deprivation of the granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor. 103 The highly conserved gene has 7 coding exons and 3 noncoding ones on 3q26.1, producing a 212-amino acid protein. Examples of point mutations identified on genomic DNA sequence analysis include direct nonsense mutations and splice-site mutations leading to a frameshift. 3, 60 Interestingly, the frequency of mutations in CCM3 has been reported to be low in large studies assessing nonCCM1, nonCCM2 kindreds, 3, 18, 59, 60 in contrast with a 40% expected frequency in inherited cases reported in the classic aforementioned linkage analysis by Craig et al. 13 Additionally, the frequency of affected members per family is significantly lower in CCM3 families than in families harboring CCM1 and CCM2. 18 Apparently, the CCM3 or PDCD10 protein takes part in the aforementioned complex involving Krit1 and CCM2. 91, 94, 101 This can be explained by the fact that apoptosis within smooth muscle cells is mediated by the b1 integrin signaling pathway, 104 which interacts with the other CCM proteins. Furthermore, Chen et al. 10 demonstrated that such protein is both necessary and sufficient to promote apoptosis, and thus CCM may originate from aberrant apoptosis, impairing the equilibrium between neural cells and endothelium within the CNS.
Are Other Genes Involved?
The existence of a fourth CCM gene was postulated after unexpected low frequencies of CCM3 mutations had been obtained in families without a CCM1 and CCM2 gene mutation. 3, 18, 59, 60 The existence of an additional gene within a short distance of the 3 other loci or missed in the original report on multilocus linkage analysis for familial CCM could explain such a fact. 3 The examination of haplotypes in kindreds linked to CCM3 locus given that linkage mapping revealed a particular recombination event excluding CCM3 in a family with strong linkage; CCM4 would be located in or close to 3q26.3-3q27.2.
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A balanced translocation involving the long arms of chromosomes 3 and X, t(X;3)(q22.3;q12.3) was encountered in a patient with CCM, without any mutation within the known CCM genes. 28 After narrowing the breakpoint position to a 200-kb interval on 3q12.3, a potential interval of interest, the zona pellucida-like domain containing 1 gene (ZPLD1) was found to span this region. This highly conserved gene comprises 19 exons, spanning approximately 500 kb of genomic DNA. The 2 isoforms, ZPLD1a and ZPLD1b, contain 431 and 415 amino acids, respectively. Expression levels of ZPLD1 mRNA were reduced in that patient as compared with controls, with an allelic loss of gene expression. However, mutation screening of this gene in CCM families negative for mutations in known CCM genes was unsuccessful. Finally, the translocation did not promote dysregulation of the expression of any CCM genes. Future studies are necessary to assess the structure and role of ZPLD1 products and their possible interaction with the CCM proteins and a link to a fourth locus.
Other targets of interest are the protein products of the ephrin genes. Ephrin-B2 (EFNB2) is associated with vascular development, mainly in arterial differentiation.
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Efnb2 is downregulated within arterial endothelium in mice lacking Ccm1, indicating a compromised arterial identity. 106 Members of the transforming growth factor b signaling pathway, notably Notch genes, have been shown to interact with EFNB2 and to regulate critical steps during embryonic vascular development and remodeling.
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Dll4 and Notch4 expressions are also downregulated within arteries in Ccm1 -/-embryos, even before the onset of blood flow. 106 Importantly, a corresponding reduced expression of Notch 4 was seen in surgical specimens obtained from patients carrying mutations in CCM1, suggesting that mutations in the transforming growth factor b signaling pathway may cause the formation of CCMs.
Lessons Learned From Various Animal Models of CCM
Given the rare nature of CCMs, animal models have been the key source for studying CCM pathology. Animal models have helped to establish the role of CCM genes in vascular development and the pathobiology of CCM lesion development and to explain their focal nature. Zhang et al. 114 mapped the mouse Krit1 gene to a region of chromosome 5 that shares homology of synteny with human 7q21-q22. Further, knockout alleles of the murine orthologs of CCM1 and CCM2 have been generated. 106 Heterozygous mutant animals, which are the appropriate genotype for the autosomal dominant disorder, do not recapitulate the disease phenotype with appreciable penetrance. 106 A Ccm1 mutant allele was generated by disrupting the gene at the first ankyrin repeat. Mice lacking Ccm1 suffer from generalized developmental arrest after E9.5, retaining a primitive yolk sac vascular network, and thus dying by E11 with prominent vascular defects associated with inappropriate angiogenic remodeling but apparently normal neuronal development. 106 Pathological study of these animals revealed that they possessed numerous vascular dilations related to altered arterial fate and increased endothelial mitosis. The animals failed to recruit arterial smooth muscle cells and generate a normal vascular channel. Importantly, the Ccm1 -/-model contributed to defining the role of CCM1 in arterial morphogenesis; primary defects in such a model were vascular, without preceding impairment in neural or cardiac development.
An alternative mouse model was developed by gene trap insertion in the Ccm2 gene. The Ccm2 -/-mice are embryonic lethal. On the other hand, Ccm2 +/-revealed the expected phenotype, albeit with a low penetrance. 80 Expression of CCM2 is mostly neuronal but is also present in the choroid plexus and vascular endothelium. 40 Based on the Knudson 2-hit mutation mechanism, Plummer et al. 79 conducted the development of heterozygous Ccm1 mutations into mutant genetic backgrounds with increased somatic instability. One mechanism of introducing genetic instability is via the deletion of the p53 tumor suppressor gene. In many mouse models of disease, the addition of p53 mutations causes exacerbation of the phenotype of the mutated gene. The development of vascular malformations and hemangiosarcomas in the CNS due to polyoma virus infection in rats is mediated by the suppression of p53 activity associated with such a virus. 24 Additionally, the loss of the tumor suppressor gene Trp53 (p53) leads to the development of CCM in a heterozygous mouse with a target mutation of Ccm1. However, no mutation in TP53 had been found while sequencing the DNA of human CCM specimens. 79 Indeed, the absence of CCM development in Ccm1 +/+ Trp53 -/-mice also supports the notion that the isolated loss of p53 does not independently induce CCM.
Ccm1 +/-individuals develop vascular malformations only when they are also homozygous for a loss of p53, which increases the rate of somatic mutations. Ccm1
Trp53
-/-double-mutant mice exhibited cerebrovascular lesions in 55% of cases, whereas all other genotypes failed to show the phenotype.
The zebrafish dilated-heart mutants santa and valentine correspond to CCM1 and CCM2, respectively. 67 Hogan et al. 45 found that the deletion of ccm1 in this model expressed a phenotype similar to that of human and murine CCM. Vascular dilation was associated with the progressive spreading of endothelial cells and thinning of vessel walls during vascular morphogenesis, consisting of an alteration of cell shape but not of endothelial cell-cell adhesion, cell fate, or number. The Ccm1 mutants, ccm2 mutants, and ccm1/ccm2 double mutants had indistinguishable vascular phenotypes, suggesting conservation of function. Finally, these authors corroborated that the CCM proteins regulate endothelial development.
Molecular Interaction of CCM Gene Products With Other Developmental Pathways
Molecular proteomic evidence suggests that the protein products of the 3 identified CCM genes in concert with other cellular machinery form ternary complexes that regulate key steps in blood vessel formation and maintenance. It is postulated that the inability to compose these protein complexes leads to the dysfunctional vascular cavities and pathology noted.
Krit1/Rap1A
The CCM1 gene product, Krit1, interacts with the Ras-related protein 1A (Rap1a or Krev1), an evolutionarily conserved Ras-family GTPase encoded by the gene RAP1A through its C-terminal region. 78, 85 One of the functions of Rap1A homologs in yeast and Drosophila melanogaster is to regulate GTPase signal transduction cascades participating in cell differentiation, morphogenesis, polarity, and cytoskeletal structure. 6, 78, 92 The Krit1 binds strongly to Rap1A. Accordingly, Serebriiskii et al. 92 initially suggested that Krit1 might help in localizing Rap1A to a proper cell compartment for function, given the common association of ankyrin repeat proteins with the cytoskeleton. 90 Indeed, several groups have identified high expression of Rap1A within vascular smooth muscle cells in various organs including the CNS 107 and have shown that structural changes altering this interaction results in an inability of endothelial cells to organize correctly and leads to the formation of dramatically enlarged blood vessels in mouse models. 44, 108 Using anti-KRIT1 antibodies, Gunel et al. 39 demonstrated Krit1 expression within endothelial cells, in association with microtubules (tubulin). By interacting with microtubules and because of its particular distribution in cells during mitosis, the authors proposed that Krit1 could act in targeting microtubules. The initial stages of angiogenesis involve tube formation by endothelial cells and are modulated by cell intrinsic and extrinsic signals. The platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule-1 (PECAM-1) is an important regulator of endothelial tubulogenesis and activates the GTPase activity of RAP1a, which ultimately interacts with the microtubule cytoskeleton. 39, 82, 92 Effector molecules such as Krit1 bind to Rap1A in endothelial cells, enhancing the stability of endothelial adherent junctions, and thus reducing vascular fragility. 22, 111, 113, 114 Krit1/ICAP1α/SNX17
The a isoform of the b1 ICAP-1 binds to Krit1 through its NPXY motif. 9 It is a modulator of b1 integrin signal transduction and is involved in cell adhesion and migration. The binding of the a isoform of the b1 ICAP-1 to Krit1 inhibits its ability to bind to microtubules. As stated previously, Krit1 interaction with the microtubule machinery regulates cell adhesion and cell-cell junction formation. Interestingly, ICAP-1 also binds with the cytoplasmic tail of b1 integrin complex. 2 This complex is crucial in supporting endothelial cell proliferation for the formation of new vessels from vascular cores. The inability of Krit1 to bind with ICAP-1 results in ICAP-1's inability to initiate the b1 complex, and thus impairing capillary formation and/or maintenance, leading to vascular leaks. 40, 41 Another player involved in this intricate protein machinery is the SNX17 protein (sorting nexin 17), a nonself-assembling and phosphatidylinositol 3-phosphate high affinity protein that interacts with ICAP-1.
14 Again, mutations that abolish ICAP-1/SNX17 interaction appear to have a similar phenotype preventing cytoskeletal recruitment. These data quickly begin to reveal a highly interconnected network of signaling events needed for the proper sprouting of new blood vessels. Loss of interaction with the cytoskeletal machinery appears to be an initial inciting event in the formation of CCM lesions (Fig. 4) .
Krit1/CCM2
The critical role of Krit1 as an anchoring protein with the cytoskeletal matrix means that any deficiencies in interaction between this protein and other members of the skeletal machinery are likely to result in the development of a CCM phenotype. There is a critical interaction between the CCM1 gene product and the CCM2/MEKK3 complex. 112 Note that CCM2 is required as a scaffold for MEKK3-mediated p38 MAPK phosphorylation, while a mutation of the gene leads to a decrease in p38 MAPK activation, suggesting that CCM2 may be part of a protein complex that regulates the p38 pathway. The CCM1 binds to the CCM2/MEKK3 complex through their PTB domains. Mutation of the CCM2/MGC4607 gene results in abnormal PTB domains, which blocks CCM1 binding to the CCM2/MGC4607 complex and thus affects regulation of the p38 MAPK pathway. It is hypothesized that CCM1/ICAP-1 binds with the CCM2/MEKK3 complex, acting as a nuclear-cytoplasmic shuttling agent, with CCM1/ICAP-1 localized in the nucleus, and then CCM2/ MEKK3 signals it into the cytoplasm where they bind with one another to form a ternary complex that becomes a part of the signaling pathway for p38 MAPK. 112 Dysregulation of the p38 MAPK pathway, caused by an inability to form the ternary complex CCM1/CCM2/MEKK3, could contribute to the abnormal development of vessels in CCMs.
PDCD10/MST4
Proteomic studies have identified several critical components of the ternary complex needed for proper blood vessel sprouting. Among the players involved in the formation of the ternary complex, PDCD10, which is linked to CCM3, has been identified in association with several of the CCM cases. The PDCD10 gene product interacts with a member of the Ste20-related kinases, MST4. The over-expression of PDCD10 results in an increase in the MST4 kinase activity, which in turn results in increased cell proliferation. 66 It is postulated that the formation of the PDCD10/MST4 complex mediates cell growth by the modulation of the ERK-MAPK pathway. The ERK-MAPK pathway is very important in the regulation of cell proliferation and is involved in pathogenesis, suggesting that there may be a link between CCM pathogenesis and the ERK-MAPK pathway via the PDCD10/ MST4 complex.
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CCM3/PDCD10
During the process of angiogenesis, PDCD10 is expressed in neocortex and ventricular and subventricular zones. Given the important role of this protein in apoptosis, it is interesting to postulate that the angiogenic machinery utilizes the protein product of this locus to prune newly developed blood vessels and that deficiencies in this pruning ability result in the formation of CCMs.
RhoA-ROCK Pathway
The 3 CCM protein products are crucial for the stabilization of the newly formed blood vessels during development. It has been shown that the CCM products interact with the RhoA-ROCK (Rho kinase) pathway, and those mutations in any of the CCM genes results in hyperactivation of the ROCK pathway. Note that RhoA activates ROCK (a putative RhoA effector), which leads to an increase in actin stress fiber (microtubules) production. 95 By increasing the myosin light chain phosphorylation, ROCK mediates the formation of microtubules. Phosphorylation of the myosin light chain allows the myosin cross-bridge to bind to the actin filaments, and thus increasing the cellular contraction rate. The resultant enhanced cell contractility can disrupt the cell-cell adhesion of the endothelial cells mediated via beta-catenin and vascular endothelial cadherin (adherin junctions) lining the vascular walls, 33 resulting in enlargement of the blood vessels and making it very difficult for them to restabilize, and thus leading to vascular leakage and initiating the cascade to CCM formation. 105 
Conclusions
Although the exact mechanism underlying the pathogenesis of CCMs is unknown, the study of families with autosomal dominant inherited and sporadic CCMs has shed light on the importance of the machinery involved in the proliferation and differentiation of angiogenic precursors and on members of the apoptotic machinery as key regulators of the pathogenesis of CCM. Despite the utility of animal models, they have inherent shortcomings such as low expression of the desired phenotype. The generation of an in vivo human model of the disease via the isolation of CCM progenitor cells and their transplantation into an immunodeficient animal, as has been recently described for hemangiomas, 36 may allow both the study of human forms of CCMs and a robust model for imaging and drug trials. Another exciting frontier of research is the sequencing of the entire genome of patients afflicted with CCM by using next-generation sequencing technology. Obtaining the full genomic profile of patients with multiple CCMs will provide further mechanistic clues about the role of other genes and gene regulatory machinery, such as small RNAs, in the pathogenesis of CCMs. 
